SCIENCE AND RELATED PROGRAMS FACILITY PROGRAM 2006

THE WATERFORD SCHOOL
Sandy, UT

THE PROJECT
The Waterford School, intends to build a science and
computer science facility for its Middle and Upper school
programs. The new building will provide the amount and
type of space required to teach using today’s hands-on,
learning-by-doing methodologies. DOBER LIDSKY MATHEY’s
(DLM) charge was to help the School develop a facility
program for the new space and determine the best location
for the new building.
CHALLENGE
Recent growth in enrollment has caused a general lack of
space on campus. Most of the buildings were not designed for
teaching science, and provide traditional classrooms rather
than laboratories. In addition, the sciences are spread across
campus.
SOLUTION
A new science building will be located in the south quadrant
of campus, defining the east edge of a quadrangle bordered
by other academic buildings. The space will be designed for
the three basic science disciplines — biology, chemistry, and
physics — but will be able to adapt to any interdiscipliary
subjects that evolve in the future. The teaching labs will accommodate both lab and lecture formats. There will be space
for students to work on long-term projects, and space for up
to six students to collaborate informally. Administrative space
will include a school-wide Teacher Resource Center where
materials, both printed and electronic, will be available to all
teachers.
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Within the new building there will be a children’s museum,
which will be used by the community and as a resource that
will encourage young students to become interested in, and
knowledgeable about, science. Space for the School’s Information Technology Department will also be included.
RESULTS
The School is in the process of funding-raising for the new
building and necessary renovations.

*Project completed under previous name: Dober, Lidsky, Craig and Associates, Inc.
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